
My dad is called bernard benton and he is bed bound with multiple co morbidities. He is 87 

yrs old and is cared for at home by myself toni curry his daughter. 

 Due to dads illnesses the gp back in January 2015 thought it would be of no benefit to dad 

to send him back into hospital for treatment. I reserved the right to disagree at any point as it 

all depended on dads views at the end of the day. The division would have to lie with him to 

refuse any treatment. As with all elderly people when suffering an infection, they then can 

become confused and disorientated with fluctuating capacity. This is no different for my 

father. 

 As of January and February this year in two discussions with gp around the area of whether 

to treat dad or not or allow him to die, on both occasions the gp had agreed to treat dad 

orally with medication until he was not able to swallow anymore. But as of Monday 23rd 

March 2015, during a DST meeting at my home where dad resides. The chair representative 

for Stockton PCT and representatives from Billingham district nurses decided that our 

agreement with the GP to treat dad orally with medications, but not send dad into hospital, 

with a reservation to review this at any point if dad where to become too ill etc that they 

believed this was wrong and did not offer them any clarity when marking there ticky boxes 

when deciding whether or not dad should receive continuing health care. 

 End result was yes in one hand they decided to give dad chc for 12 wks but in the other 

hand it came at a huge cost. I was then questioned as to what are my views on just keeping 

dad comfortable and no longer treating him? And before I could reply the chair of the PCT 

stated as your dad has no quality of life and is in distress and you have no quality of life and 

are living in distress also.  

I was dumbfounded then replied you are not god and neither am I. Dad will die when he is 

good and ready and not before hand. I also stressed to them present that if I took their 

attitude towards life my daughters who were born prematurely and have disabilities would of 

died in the neonatal as I wouldn't of fought for them to survive. I further stated that if they 

decided to push for that clear cut decision then they would have a fight on their hands and I 

was then told that that was a fight I would have to face. 

 I was mortified. Then yesterday 25th March I got call from gp surgery wanting to meet today 

26th March at 12.30 to discuss dads medication and to put a plan in place etc and that 

meeting should last about 20 mins. Dad at present is poorly so ongoing treatment is 

essential hence I had to ask dad his current opinions which you see in the video expressing 

then stating My names Bernard Benton and I need the right to live, I need treatment. 


